HONORED MEMBERS OF THE WILMINGTON INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION OF PHOTOGRAPHY

WIEP Honors are earned through accumulated jury acceptances of prints and projected images compiled annually. The WIEP Honors Program was updated for 2018. The revised Honors Program is described on the WIEP website at: [www.wilmingtoninternational.org](http://www.wilmingtoninternational.org)

**WIEP Commendation (CWIEP)** Those who accumulate a total of 20 or more acceptances are awarded WIEP Commendation.

**Fellows (FWIEP)** Those who accumulate a total of 50 or more acceptances are awarded Fellow status.

**Senior Fellows (SFWIEP)** Those who achieve 100 or more acceptances are awarded Senior Fellow status.

**Master Fellows (MFWIEP)** Those who achieve 200 or more acceptances are awarded Master Fellow status.

### 2019 HONORED MEMBERS

**Master Fellows (MFWIEP)**
- Leck, Karl, FDPS

**Senior Fellows (SFWIEP)**
- Anagnostidis, Marc, APSA
- Bruce, Martin, FPSA
- Dequick, Luc
- Fung Shui-Kei, Kevin
- Greene, Fred, HonPSA
- Hammon, Arland, FPSA
- Kissa, Erik, FPSA, FDPS
- Kwan, Phillip
- Lee, Wellington, HonFPSA
- Maniscalco, Lynn Troy, HonFPSA, FDPS
- Oathout, Tom
- Samoyault, Guy B, APSA
- Shenk, Don
- Stake, Jan-Thomas
- Talarowski, William, APSA
- Todd, Sharp, HonPSA
- Van-Mol, Gerardus

**Participating Fellows (FWIEP)**
- Adolph, Mitch (2019)
- am Ende, Jerry
- Böhm, Gerhard
- Carr, Randy, APSA
- Cowles, Larry, FPSA
- Cowles, Susan, APSA
- Gaberthuel, Walter
- Gerstein, Helen
- Gerstein, Marvin
- Hady, Tom, APSA
- Hinson, Larry (2019)
- Hunt, Joseph (2019)
- Jerlemar, Nils-Erik
- Langevin, Dee
- Markloff, Karl (2019)
- Meisenheimer, David, FPSA (2019)
- Nguyen, My Phuong
- Osberg, David
- Peter, Susan
- Schweden, Wolfgang
- Tam, Joseph
- Tauber, Tom, APSA
- Tran, Michael

**New WIEP Commendations (CWIEP)**
- Bengtsson Lestander, Mikael
- Chu, Shih Huang
- Devine, Bob
- Fisher, Steven, FPSA
- Hatch, Warren
- Hennes, G. Margaret
- Kong, Ka-Pak
- Lewis, William
- Lin, Wolfgang
- Massey, Jonathan
- McAuley, John
- Neo, Sau Fong
- Passuello, Elizabeth
- Rosengren, Erik, FPSA
- Siu, Miranda
- Yeoh, Fendy P C